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Relaxation of cold plasmas and threshold lowering effect

Yukap Hahn
TRG, 5916 Old Greenway Drive, Glen Allen, Virginia 23059

~Received 14 March 2001; revised manuscript received 29 June 2001; published 26 September 2001!

Low temperature plasmas are produced by photoionization of cold trapped atoms. Due to the threshold
energy shift caused by overlapping ion fields, the effective kinetic energy of the free electrons is increased by
DP52CP /a, wherea is the Wigner-Seitz radius andCP.11 is a universal constant. Detailed discussion is
given on the self-consistent determination ofCP , using a Debye shielded, fluctuating lattice model. The
attainable minimum electron temperature is given by the plasma density alone, asTe.DP/3.7/a. No Wigner
crystallization is possible in such plasmas, unless a strong confining external field is present. The shift imposes
a stringent cutoff on the high Rydberg state contributions to the three-body recombination probabilities, and a
new estimate of the rates is presented. For a freely expanding cold plasma, an additional mode of adiabatic
motional recombination is found to dominate plasma relaxation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.046409 PACS number~s!: 52.20.2j, 34.10.1x, 34.80.Kw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances@1–3# in cooling trapped atoms hav
opened up many new areas of research, that include
Bose-Einstein condensation and laser manipulated ex
tions. In particular, ionization of cold atoms by laser irrad
tion presumably produces plasmas of precisely contro
temperature@4–6#. Typical atomic density realized exper
mentally is 106– 1011cm23, and up to 25% of these atom
are usually ionized. Electron temperatureT0 of the plasma
thus created can be in the Kelvin range. Alternative to dir
photoionization, cold plasmas~CP! may also be produced b
first laser excition of cold trapped atoms to high Rydbe
states, which can subsequently turn into a plasma@7# via
Penning ionization. This may be further followed by col
sional ionization and recombination. Plasmas of such lowT0
pose many new and interesting physical problems, espec
when they are not quite in thermal equilibrium and expa
ing in absence of confining fields.

Cold plasmas can relax by various modes of recomb
tion @8#, the radiative recombination, three-body recombin
tion, and possibly by dielectronic recombination. We stu
in this report the relaxation of CP by analyzing some of
properties unique to such plasmas@9#. At extremely low tem-
perature, the threshold lowering effect plays a crucial r
@9,10#, as it manifests itself in magnified form and impos
various constraints on the relaxation processes. The kin
energies of the free electrons and ions are shifted, and v
ous recombination processes are suppressed. Howeve
earlier work of Ref.@10# turned out to be insufficient to
describe a transient condition of interest here. Incidenta
possible importance of this effect was noted previously@8# in
connection with the recombination at lowT.

In absence of confining potentials, the plasma expa
under its own pressure, and the free electrons with ener
less than the shiftDP are trapped. As the plasma expands,
shift decreases, the potential barrier of the ions is raised,
trapped electrons are converted to ‘‘bound’’ electrons. T
trapping of electrons by an expanding plasma potential g
erates a new mode of recombination, the adiabatic motio
recombination. On the other hand, for a plasma spatially c
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fined by a trapping field, such a mode is absent and
three-body recombination is expected to be dominant.

We discuss in detail the threshold lowering effect~TLE!
in Sec. II, where a self-consistent procedure for the deter
nation of the energy shift is developed. A theoretical exp
nation of the various anomalies observed in a recent exp
ment @6# is given in terms of the TLE. Although the mode
introduced in Sec. II is crude, the physical picture th
evolves is quite general and the parameterCP of the shift
seems to be a universal constant and intrinsic property of
CP. The various recombination probabilities are estimate
Sec. III, taking the TLE into account. Generally, the TL
reduces the rates. The adiabatic motional recombination
cess is described in Sec. IV and its probability is estima
and compared with that of other recombination processe

II. THRESHOLD LOWERING EFFECT

We first discuss the TLE@9#, which affects the dynamics
of CP by suppressing the various recombination proces
The previous study of TLE is given, for example, by Stew
and Pyatt @10#, in which the nonlinear Poisson-Maxwe
equation was solved to obtain the screened electric pote
of the central ions, and the threshold lowering values
extracted. However, the transient plasma of interest her
not quite in thermal equilibrium, especially when the plasm
starts to expand under its own pressure as soon as it is
ated, in the time scale of 1026– 1027 sec. Therefore, the en
ergy shift estimated under the equilibrium condition is n
adequate to describe the observed data. A new model is
quired to describe the present situation, in whichT is not
well defined and the usual Poisson equation is not quite
plicable.

When the temperature of the trapped atoms to be ioni
is very low, typically in the mK range, the thermal motion
the atoms may be neglected in first approximation. Since
TLE is mainly caused by the overlapping ion fields, it
convenient to assume that the ions produced by photoion
tion of near stationary atoms are initially situated on latt
sites with the spacing of roughly 2a, wherea is the Wigner-
Seitz radius defined bya5(3/4pN)1/3 andN is the ion den-
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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YUKAP HAHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046409
sity NI.N.Ne for the assumed neutrality. We start the co
struction of a model with a pair of ions and gradually add
the many-ion effect as well as the Debye screening and
dom thermal motion of the plasma ions.

For a pair of ions, the potential near the midpointr 5a is
given by U2(r )51/r 11/(2a2r ). This gives a down shift
~Fig. 1! in the ionization threshold for the electrons, fromO
to O8, by D2[U2(r 5a)52/a. Next, in extending this
model to the case of many ions, we assume that the ov
lattice geometry for the ions is not changed, so that the s
metry around the pointr 5a for the two-ion case is main
tained. Then the potential atr 5a is modified to a form
U`(r ).U2(r )b(h), whereh is the Debye radius given in
units of a, as h5r D /a with r D5ATe/4pNe ; the usual
plasma parameterG51/aTe is related toh as h251/3G.
Presumably, the effect of many ions onU is to flatten the
shape of the bump atr .a and makes the shift larger.

In addition, thermal motion of the plasma ions with the
mutual interaction produces fluctuations about the lat
sites. After all, the lattice model may be an over simplific
tion, valid in the zero-temperature limit. The ion motion a
fects on average the interionic separation 2a. We incorporate
the effect by attaching a factor 1/d(h) in U. The ion-ion
distribution functiongII (h) obtained by the density func
tional calculation@11–13# contains the necessary inform
tion to parametrized ~see Fig. 2!, although a gross extrapo
lation in the plasma parameter space is made.

Thus, finally we have

U~r !52C~h!/a, with C~h!5b~h!/d~h!. ~1!

A simple model was constructed@9# for evaluation ofb
that reflects the ion distribution and Debye screening. T
is, the functionb(h) is written in two parts

b~h!5b01bs~h!, ~2a!

FIG. 1. The TLE is illustrated for the case of two overlappi
ionic potentials. The new thresholdO8 is shifted down by the
amountD from the original pointO for the unperturbed central ion
located atr 50. The second ion is located atr 52a. E0 is the excess
energy gained by the ionized electron from the laser photons.
apparent energy available is thenE01D.
04640
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where the largeh contribution is contained inbs , andb0 is
to be parametrized later to account for the physics ath,1.
We construct a simple model forbs as

bs~h!5 (
n51

`

(
l 50

m

(
m50

`

f lmn exp~2slmn /h lmn!/slmn ,

~2b!

where slmn5A(2n21)21 l 21m2. The weight factors are
f 00n51, f 0mn5 f m0n52, f mmm54, andf lmn54, for n.0 and
l ,m>0. Furthermore,h lmn5h/(11h1slmn), whereh1 is a
parameter that is to take into account the shadow effect
dressed ions that lie in the pathway between the central a
distant ions.~Of course, this effect is not present if the ion
are bare.! Values forh1 between 0.01 and 0.05 have bee
tried; the final result is not too sensitive to this paramete
and in the following we simply seth1.0.03. Thus, form
~2b! for bs explicitly contains both the many-ion and screen
ing factors. Now, we parametrizeb0 . The behavior ofbs at
small h is found to bebs→0 ash→0, indicating that Eq.
~2b! is not reliable at smallh; this is expected because a
simple Debye screening adopted here is probably not corr
for small h in the strong coupling limit, where all the par-
ticles are very much ‘‘localized.’’ To rectify this deficiency,
we have addedb0 , whose value is determined from the re
sult of Refs.@11–13#, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Approximately,
b0.1.5 is chosen.

Functiond(h) in U of Eq. ~1! is to reflect on the fact that
the ions move around and can be found nearer to the cen
ion. Again, the density functional theory provides the nece
sary information, especially in the highG ~i.e., in the small
h! limit. We fitted the result in a form convenient for our

e
FIG. 2. Parametrization ofd0 , d1 , andb0 is carried out using

the results of Refs.@11–13#. Plotted is the ion pair distribution
function gII (r ,G) that describes the probability of finding an ion
from the central ion that is located atx50, where x5r /a. G
5Z2/aT. The horizontal line marks the value ofb0 , with probable
uncertainty indicated. The two vertical lines specify the paramete
d0 andd1 . Note thatG/Z25g51/3h2. In the present case,Z51.
9-2
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RELAXATION OF COLD PLASMAS AND THRESHOLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046409
purposed(h).(d01d1h)/(11h), with 2d0.1.2 and 2d1
.0.5, as shown also in Fig. 2.

In the determination of parametersd0 , d1 , andb0 , it is
important to keep in mind that the results of the dens
functional theory calculations of Refs.@11–13# are for high
N.1025cm23 and highT>1 eV. The CP of interest here i
in the opposite end of the parameter spectrum. In the abs
of data of direct relevance to the present case, a gross
trapolation has to be made to very lowN and lowT region.
Although a similar scaling of the theory inG is assumed,
adoption of the existing results requires extra caution. N
detailed calculations for CP are warranted.

Expression forC(h) in D is given in terms of the func-
tions b andd, both of which depend sensitively on the var
ableh51/A3G. On the other hand,h itself depends on the
electron temperatureTe throughr D , which is in turn derived
from D, as Te.D/3. Therefore, we have the situation i
which a self-consistent determination ofD andh is required.
That is, for givenh from an assumedTe , andbs andC are
calculated, which giveD. ThisD in turn is used to evaluate a
new Te and then a newh. This procedure must be repeate
until a full self-consistency is achieved betweenh, D, and
Te . We denote the final converged values by subscriptP.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, whereCP.1165 andhP.1.5
60.4. The corresponding values forb andd arebP.4.1 and
dP.0.39. In view of the approximations introduced in th
parametrization, the crudity of the model, and a giant e
trapolation of the high density result to the present ca
there are considerable uncertainties in these values. H

FIG. 3. Determination ofDP andhP . The model described by
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! are solved iteratively forh and D, until a self-
consistency is achieved. The converged values are denoted bhP

andCP . Estimated uncertainty is indicated by a dotted square.
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ever, most of the crucial physics for this complex syste
have been incorporated. By contrast, theD8 given by Stewart
and Pyatt@10# for a plasma in equilibrium gives a valu
roughly ten times smaller thanDP .

The total energy available to the system immediately a
the CP production is given by the sum of the excess ene
E05Elaser2Eioniz of the photoionization and the energy sh
DP , as

E5E01DP , ~3!

provided the plasma edge effect is negligible. The shift in
ionization threshold is valid under the assumption that
plasma volume is large and the edge effect is small. Dur
the thermalization, which takes place roughly
1027– 1026 sec, depending on the plasma parameters@8#, the
total available energyE of Eq. ~3! is assumed to be share
among the electrons and ions, and possible by the neu
that are present in abundance. We thus simply set

EI.Ee.E/2 and Te.TI.E/3. ~4!

In case the neutrals participate in the energy sharing,
resulting energies and temperatures would be less than
given by Eq.~4!.

The TLE and its consequence have been shown@9# to
explain most of the anomalies observed in a recent exp
ment@6#. In particular, the expansion velocityv I of the ions
at low temperature is given byDP , asv I.ADP /M , while
for largeE0 , v I.AE0 /M . They are consistent with exper
mental data. The density dependence at lowE0 is v I}1/Aa
}NI

1/6, which also agrees with observation. As will be di
cussed in Sec. IV, the model can be used to describe a d
nant relaxation mechanism in the case of an expand
plasma.

We comment on several additional features predicted
the TLE model: ~i! At low E0 , the minimum attainable
plasma temperature is completely determined by the pla
density. That is,Te.(2CP/3)/a.7/a[Te,min . In the ab-
sence of any plasma confining fields, the lowest plasma t
perature cannot be made arbitrarily low. For example, aa
5105aB corresponding to roughlyN.109 cm23, we have
minTe.20 K. ~ii ! It is noted that the parameterCP.11
seems to assume a universal character, just as the Made
constant in solids. It does not depend onh, becauseCP and
hP are determined by the self-consistent procedure.~iii ! Cold
plasmas with the above behavior have the plasma param
G,maxG50.15, so that Wigner crystallization of such pla
mas ~at G.150 corresponding toh.0.05! is not possible.
We recall thath251/3G, with G51/(akBTe).

III. RADIATIVE AND THREE-BODY RECOMBINATIONS

The main consequences of the TLE on the various rec
bination processes are expected to be twofold:~a! The ki-
netic energy of the electrons is shifted to the new valueEe
.(E01DP)/2 and the temperatureTe.2Ee/3, from Eqs.~3!
and~4!. Generally, a larger kinetic energy reduces the ra
As stressed earlier, in the limit of smallE0 , the electron
temperature is mainly determined by the electron den
9-3
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YUKAP HAHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046409
through the factor 1/a in DP . ~b! Since the TLE moves the
ionization threshold down toO8 ~see Fig. 1! at 2DP , all the
high Rydberg states~HRS! of the original ions that lie be-
tweenO andO8 are erased and become continuum states
that they are no longer available for recombination. This
incorporated in terms of a new HRS cutoffnTL.1/ADP.
Figure 4 illustrates this change. Explicitly, at lowE0 , nTL

.nP/4.65, wherenP5Aa is the cutoff that corresponds to th
ion packing@8#. Obviously,nTL,nP , and this affects HRS
most.

The radiative recombination~RR! probability PRR is de-
fined in terms of its rateaRR by

PRR~sec21!.Nea
RR~cm3/sec!, ~5!

which shows explicitly the density dependence;aRR is inde-
pendent ofN. The simple Kramer’s formula for the RR cros
section provides a convenient reference point of discus
for low T plasmas; sn

RR,K.32/(3))a0
3b4/@n(b2

1n2)#paB
3, wheren denotes the principal quantum numb

of states of the recombined ion andb is inverse of wave
number of the continuum electron before capture,b
51/kaB51/A2E in a.u. Reliability of this formula, as wel
as an extension for the dependence on angular momentul ,
has been examined in detail in Ref.@8#. The RR process is

FIG. 4. The TLE imposes a new HRS cutoffnTL . Curvesa, b,
andc are for three densities,N.107, 109, and 1011 cm23, respec-
tively. The lines witha8, b8, andc8 indicates the cutoff used earlie
in Ref. @9# without the TLE, i.e.,nP that is larger thannTL by a
factor of 4.7. The vertical double bars indicate theTe,min as dictated
by TLE.
04640
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generally slow as compared to the radiationless recomb
tion mode, the three-body recombination~TBR!, for plasmas
of moderate densities, and favors recombination to low-ly
states of the ions. That is, for largen but b,n, sRR}n23.
But for b.n, the n dependence is much slower,sRR}1/n.
In Fig. 5, we compare the RR probabilityPn

RR with and
without the TLE. TheP’s without the TLE are plotted as
functions ofTe for n510 to 100, by solid lines. The TLE on
RR are shown explicitly for the casen520 and 50 by dashed
lines, where for illustrationNe.109 cm23 is assumed. Of
course, due tonTL.74, the entry forn5100 is no longer
applicable when TLE is operative. The TLE is mainly
increase the kinetic energy of the continuum electrons, fr
Ee.E0/2 to (E01DP)/2. The highn cutoff has only a minor
effect on RR. Nevertheless, the RR starts to be relativ
more important at lower densities, for example, forNe.NI
.104 cm23 and for highly charged ions. It may even dom
nate over TBR.

The TBR is known to dominate recombination of ele
trons to HRS of the target ions, while the RR predominan
fills the low-lying states of the target ions. It is responsib
for rapidly attaining Saha equilibrium for HRS near th

FIG. 5. The RR probabilities without the TLE are given~solid
lines! as functions of temperature, for different principal quantu
numbern of the recombined states, forn510, 20, 30, 50, and 100
Reductions ofPn

RR are illustrated forn520 and 50~dashed lines!,
all for the electron density ofNe.109 cm23. The corresponding
electron temperature of 22 K is indicated by the arrow, for the c
of E050.
9-4
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RELAXATION OF COLD PLASMAS AND THRESHOLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046409
FIG. 6. ~a! The total TBR probabilities are given as functions
Te for four different densities,Ne5105. 107, 109, and 1011 cm23.
The solid lines are obtained with the HRS cutoffnTL . The effect of
alternate cutoffs,nTL8 andnTL9 are illustrated by dashed lines, for th
caseNe.109 cm23. ~b! The TBR probabilities are given as func
tions of the principal quantum numbern of the recombined atoms
for three different densities,Ne5106, 107, and 108 cm23. The tem-
peratures are very low, showing the dependence onT as well as on
n andN. The crosses at the end of the curves indicate the total T
probabilities, and the positions inn mark the TLE cutoffs corre-
sponding to the appropriate densities.
04640
thresholdO in a transient plasma. Therefore, the TBR ra
are expected to be strongly affected by the highn cutoff, and
by the energy shift as well. The TBR rates are given
example by an

TBR.3.63310232Nn4gn(12e2xn)/Te (cm6/
sec), whereN is the electron density given in units of cm23,
xn51/(2n2Te), andTe is in a.u. The degeneracy factorgn is
routinely taken to begn.n2, corresponding to the angula
momentum degeneracy of statesn. ~Further discussion be
low.! The TBR probability is defined by

PTBR~sec21!.Ne
2aR

TBR ~cm6/sec!. ~6!

Note the strongN2 dependence of the TBR probability, a
an

TBR is independent ofN. Equations~5! and ~6! may be
compared for theirN dependence. For some smallNe , RR
can be faster than TBR.

The TBR probabilities obtained withgn.n2 and the TLE
cutoff are shown in Fig. 6~a!. Four densities are considere
Ne.105, 107, 109, and 1011cm23. In the case ofNe
.109 cm23, the P’s obtained with two alternate cutoff
nTL8 5nTL /& and nTL9 5&nTL are given, indicating typical
range of uncertainty in the probability. Marked by doub
vertical bars in Fig. 6~a! are the minimum temperature a
dictated by the TLE and Eq.~4!. The values ofP for Te
,Te,min are useful when the equipartition involves neutra
as well, while the values forTe.Te,min may be used when
E0>0. For a confined plasma, Eq.~3! may have additional
terms of either signs, that can further raise or lower the to
E. Figure 6~b! shows the TBR probabilities as functions ofn.
The crosses at the top of the curves give the totalP, obtained
by summing overn. The sharp increase ofP with n is of
course due to then6 dependence ofan

TBR.
The degeneracy factorgn needs clarifications. The form

gn.1 was used earlier@8# to remedy the excessive contribu
tion of the HRS to TBR, where the earlier formulas ofte
gave unphysically large rates, even with the improved cu
nP . Furthermore, the maximum angular momenta that c
tribute to electron-ion collisions are usually limited tol max
.10 to 15. In the case of RR at low energies,l max was found
@8# to be approximatelyl max.n/3 for n,200, which gives
gn.n2/9. Therefore,gn.1 is an adequate choice that give
the total rates to within a factor of 100. This is relatively
small uncertainty as compared to the excessively large r
predicted previously withgn.n2. Figure 7 shows the com
parison between the TBR probabilities obtained withgn
5n2 plus the TLE cutoffnTL and the values estimated@8#
with gn.1 and a much larger cutoff given by min$nP ,nT%,
where nT is the thermal cutoff. Apparently, the choicegn
.1 provides more or less the correct totalP’s, but of course
the n dependence~not shown in the figure! is poorly repre-
sented.

IV. AN EXPANDING PLASMA AND ADIABATIC
MOTIONAL RECOMBINATION

When a plasma confining field is not present, CP expa
under its own pressure, as observed in the experiment of
@6#. As shown in Sec. II above and in Ref.@9#, the expansion
velocity v I of the ions is given byv I.A(E01DP)/M , where

R

9-5
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YUKAP HAHN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046409
the TLE is represented byDP in Eq. ~3!. Evidently, for E0
!DP , the velocity depends only onDP and thus on the ion
density through the Wigner-Seitz radiusa. Time scale of the
expansion is given by the time required to have the interion
separation 2a increased by a factor of two, i.e.,ta
.az/v1 , wherez5N1/3 for the actual numberN of ions in
the plasma volume att50. For example, with the number of
ions produced by laser ionization 106 and electron density of
107 cm23, we havez.100 and thusta.1025 sec. Since the
thermalization time viae-eande-I collisions is estimated to
be @14,15# approximately 1027 to 1026 sec, respectively, we
may assume that the thermalization has been completed
fore the plasma starts to expand. Incidentally, CP produc
in laboratory may contain a sizeable population of neutra
depending on the ionization efficiency. Although thee-Acol-
lision may be slow, we expect that some portion of the ne
trals can acquire energies during the thermalization.

The TLE model of Sec. II provides a simple way to est
mate the rates of electron capture due to the change in
tential U. For this purpose, we define a time-dependent p
tential 2Ut(r ) as

2Ut~r !.2@1/r 11/~2at2r !#Cp , ~7!

FIG. 7. Effects of two different choices for the degeneracy fa
tor gn on the total TBR probabilities are illustrated. The solid line i
obtained withgn5n2 and the TLE while the dashed line is with
gn.1 and no TLE, as described in Ref.@9#. Note the quite good
agreement between the two for lowT. Of course, then dependence
of the probabilities is not correctly given by the choicegn.1, es-
pecially for HRS. The TLE severely limits the role of HRS.
04640
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with at5a1v I t/z. This givesD t[Ut(r 5a)52CP /at . The
variation of 2Ut with t is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the
HRS levels are gradually recovered as the range and he
of the barrier atr 5at increase.

Thermally distributed ions and electrons assume energ
with respect to the shifted energy that starts from2DP , at
the point O8 in Fig. 1. We denote the electron energy b
Ee5DP2D t . Aside from the possible plasma edge effect, a
the electrons with energyEe<DP are below the original ion-
ization thresholdO. ~By the plasma edge effect, we mean th
field of the ions that are located at the edge of the plas
volume, which has no TLE as we move toward the out
region and thus retains the original thresholdO.! As the
plasma expands, the shiftD t will decrease with time, and
eventually the original threshold is recovered atat→`. As-
suming a Maxwell distribution for the electrons, the prob
ability of the electrons with energyEe is P(Ee)dEe

52p(pTe)
21.5eEe /TeAEedEe . On the other hand, from the

definition ofEe(t), we havedEe5(2CPv I /a2z)dt. A simple
model for capture of trapped electrons as the plasma
pands, is the adiabatic motional recombination~AMR!

PAMR~ t !52p~pTe!
21.5e2Ee /TeAEe2CPv I /~at

2z!. ~8!

The probabilityPAMR is plotted in Fig. 9 vsat for different
Ne . The valuez.47 corresponding toN.105 is used. Two
different cases witha5105 and 106 aB are treated. Also in-
cluded are the estimates of the TBR probabilities for the tw
different densities. The lower curve is shown with a fact
100 multiplied to the actual values for plotting purpose.

The expression forPAMR given by Eq.~8! is a crude first
approximation. It may be improved for instance by a tim
dependent perturbation theory in the adiabatic approxim
tion. That is, with a perturbationdUt(r )/dt, one hasP̃AMR

.*drW*dt^ f udUudtu i &eiv f i t, where the initial and final states
are defined in terms of the trapped electron orbitals in pote
tial 2U. Both adiabatic and impulse approximations may b
examined. A recent paper@16# supports the trend predicted
by Fig. 9, in which the role of TBR is minimal and the AMR

-

FIG. 8. The change in the potential2Ut(r ) as the plasma ex-
pands is illustrated. The time scale involved in the expansion
ta.za/v I . Gradually, TLE andD are reduced witht, trapping the
electrons that lie below the barrier aroundr 5at .
9-6
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RELAXATION OF COLD PLASMAS AND THRESHOLD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046409
dominates as the plasma expands, including the quite dis
n distributions of the recombined states. It is also of inter
to compare the AMR probability with that of RR given i
Fig. 5.

V. DISCUSSION

Relaxation of an expanding CP is seen to proceed ma
by AMR, while the TBR should still be the dominant recom
bination mechanism for a confined plasma. After much
justments in previous works@8#, the TBR rates seem to hav
settled to values that may be reliable to within a factor of
at largeG. Because of the strong cutoff of HRS contributio

FIG. 9. The AMR probabilitiesPAMR are given as functions o
at for two different densitiesNe.109 and 106 cm23, corresponding
to a5105 and 106 aB . Also included are the TBR probabilities. Th
lower curve is for the lower density case, and is given with an ex
factor of 100 for plotting purpose.
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by the TLE, much of the complications in the TBR theo
are avoided. However, improving the rates further would s
require careful treatment of the electrons in both low ene
continua and HRS. A better determination ofgn is also de-
sirable, but is made less critical by the smaller cutoffnTL

thannT and/ornP . Recent experiments@16# seem to suport
the general characteristics of AMR and TBR as predicted
Fig. 9, both in reduced magnitude of the TBR rates and
dominant role assumed by the AMR. Then dependence of
the recombined ions also seems to favor AMR.

The essential features of the TLE are expected to pe
at higherT and largerN. But, the effect may be less con
spicuous, as the energies involved are then much higher
G is much smaller~,0.01!. For example, withNe.NI
.1015cm23, a.103 aB , and thus DP.0.22 a.u..0.4 eV
which may be compared with temperature of many eV.

From the discussion given in Sec. II, we have conclud
that the CP without confining fields cannot achieve Wign
crystallization, because the necessary requirement oG
.150 cannot be realized, as the TLE gives an upper bou
such thatG,0.3. We mention three possible ways to ove
come this limitation:

~a! Manipulation of a confining field may give a highe
density, without, at the same time raising the electron te
perature.

~b! Plasma may be created with a ‘‘negative’’E08 . Instead
of photoionizing directly to the continua, the trapped ato
may be excited to HRS levels withn,ADP for givena. The
excited atoms then interact with each other and emit Aug
type electrons and ionize, via Penning-like ionization@7#.
The energy of the ejected electronsEe then lies above the
shifted threshold2DP but stays below the original threshol
at O, i.e., Ee.DP . Such a system may thermalize v
electron-electron and electron-ion collisions, with mu
smallerE5E081DP,DP , preferably at low density and th
tails of the wave functions overlap.

~c! The neutrals in the plasma may effectively reduce
availableE of Eq. ~3! if the e-A collision can be enhanced
for example, by choosing atoms of very large polarizabili
A buffer gas of such property may also help to lowerE.

Evidently, the model constructed here, to estimate
TLE represented byDP and the consequent AMR process f
an expanding plasma, is crude and requires much refi
ments. A careful treatment of this exotic system by the d
sity functional theory is desired.
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